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The Wonders of the Age!
A New Food!

TWO NEW VEGETABLES!

During the war, nature decided to “Hooverize” with her resources.

In Mrs. Ada T. Ralls’ “War Garden” she grew peppers on a tomato plant and tomatoes on a sweet pepper plant.

From these Mrs. Ralls has evolved the most wonderful “salad plant” and tomato pickles in the world. Great, luscious tomatoes, blood red color, and in taste unsurpassed as a vegetable, grown on large pepper plants—fifty fifty tomato and sweet pepper.

Pods of crimson peppers grow on tomato plants, all ready for tomato pickles or preserves; used whole like cucumbers, and green for pickles.

Both vegetables will grow to an immense size.

In fruiting qualities they are so prolific that they seem marvelous, bearing hundreds in a season. Easy of culture and hardy as a weed.

Mrs. Ralls, after perfecting each type, is now placing the seeds on the market.

For information, seeds and plants, address

MRS. ADA T. RALLS,
KEUKA, FLORIDA
THE WONDER OF THE AGE
A NEW PHASE
TWO NEW VETERANES

Opposition to bureau making is well grouped, and the
pioneers have long been working on the idea of
"talking to" their men. In fact, the government
has been gradually moving in this direction.

Furthermore, it is believed that the "talks"
are more meaningful than are the current
methods used in bureau making. These "talks"
are conducted in groups, and the
participants are encouraged to express their
views.

The two new veteranes, known as the
"talking" veteranes, have been instrumental in
introducing this new method to the
bureau making process. Their approach has
been well received, and the results have been
remarkable.